
2-Way Dome Mirror Alert

Right Angle at Corner

with LED Floor Spot Light
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System & Installation Notes

Mirror Alert System will flash “CAUTION” and the left or 

right directional arrow in the cross aisles when a forklift 

approaches the intersection. 

The LED Floor Light will project a flashing spot on the 

floor directly below the Dome Mirror when any of the 

sensors are activated.   

Microwave sensors will activate Mirror Alert only when 

forklift traffic is approaching. They will not activate on 

pedestrian traffic or forklift traffic that is leaving the area.

The system will time out and reset after a selected 

timeout period that allows enough time for the forklifts to 

exit the area (usually 4 to 6 seconds). 

Microwave sensors have an adjustable range up to 55’ 

with an approximate field width of 12’ at 40’.

The Mirror Alert System is powered by a 24VDC 60W 

switching supply that should be located within 100’ of the 

Dome Mirror Alert. Wire the 24VDC switching power 

supply to the Vin terminals on the Dome Mirror Alert.  

The polarity of this supply does not matter when wiring to 

the Vin terminals. 

A remote control is used to read and change the 

microwave sensor settings from the floor.

# MAD-xx-2-FL-B  (90)

A blue or white spot light

is projected on floor 

directly below the mirror.

Aux Output Terminal Wiring Notes

Wire the LED Beacon to the Aux Out Terminals on 
the Dome Mirror Alert (DMA) as follows:

+24VDC on the Aux Out Terminal to the +24VDC 
wire on the Beacon.

Ground on the Aux Out Terminal to the Ground 
wire on the Beacon.

Use low voltage 22 awg control or similar type 
cable.  The 24VDC Auxiliary Output load should not 
exceed 15W.

The Dome Mirror Alert has an Auxiliary Output Terminal that 

can be used to activate a remote mounted beacon or  

audible alarm. The 24VDC output will be on when any of the 

sensors are activated.

Floor Light Flash Pattern

The single flash pattern of the LED floor light can be changed by 

momentarily touching the “Program” terminal to the “Gnd” 

terminal when the light is activated.  See the included pages on 

Pattern Programming for the LDHF series lights for further 

information.  The “Green Program Wire” and ground from the light 

have been wired to the “Program” and “Ground” terminals on the 

top of the Dome Mirror Alert. The system can be manually turned 

on to program the Floor Light by using the A,3 command with the 

remote control for the sensors.  This is described on page 5 in 

the manual.
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